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	This book explores the phenomenon of researchers at risk: that is, the experiences of scholars whose research topics require them to engage with diverse kind of dangers, uncertainties or vulnerabilities. This risk may derive from working with variously marginalised individuals or groups, or from being members of such groups themselves. At other times, the risk relates to particular economic or environmental conditions, or political forces influencing the specific research fields in which they operate. This book argues for the need to reconceptualise – and thereby to reimagine – the phenomenon of researchers’ risks, particularly when those risks are perceived to affect, and even to threaten the researchers. Drawing on a diverse and global range case studies including Aotearoa New Zealand, Australia, Bal?chist?n, Cyprus, and Germany, the chapters call for the need to identify effective strategies for engaging proactively with these risks to address precarity, jeopardy and uncertainty. 
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Simulation and Modeling: Current Technologies and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2007
The science of simulation and modeling (SM) strives to showcase the highest possible level of reality in order to determine the conditions necessary for optimal performance. SM is a multifaceted and complex field due to the numerous applications involved, particularly since SM applications range from nuclear reaction to supermarket queuing....
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An Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming with JavaMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	This book is an introduction to object-oriented programming using the Java programming language. We use the object-first approach where objects are used from the first sample program. Object-oriented thinking is emphasized and promoted from the beginning. Students learn how to use objects first and then learn how to define their own...
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Prince of Mathematics: Carl Friedrich GaussAK Peter, 2006
The author narrates the life of Carl Friedrich Gauss, the 18th century mathematician, from his prodigious childhood to his extraordinary achievements that earned him the title "Prince of Mathematics". Along the way, the author introduces her readers to a different culture, the era of small states in Germany where advancement on merits,...
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Managing Software Deliverables, First Edition : A Software Development Management MethodologyDigital Press, 2003
Managing Software Deliverables—A Software Development Management Methodology describes a set of proven processes for establishing an effective Software Program Management Office (SPMO) function in a corporate setting. Every business that has people performing Software Project Management (PM) activities has a need for these...
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Pro Core Data for iOS: Data Access and Persistence Engine for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touchApress, 2011

	The power of Core Data allows iOS developers to efficiently store and retrieve application data using familiar object-oriented paradigms. Pro Core Data for iOS explains both how and why to use Core Data for data storage, from simple to advanced techniques. Covering common and advanced persistence patterns, this book prepares any iOS developer...
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Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging in Oncology (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2005


	Radiologists have long been interested in imaging and measuring blood fl ow and in

	characterising the structure of blood vessels within pathological tissues. In 1927 Egas

	Moniz described the technique of cerebral angiography using injection of radio-opaque

	contrast agent combined with conventional radiology. His earlier published...
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